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Representation of cloud
services…employees are
frustrated as their computers are
hacked

Companies use cloud services for
data storage, but they are far from
being the safest option.  

Centrali ed location and third party
access often lead to data breaches
and exposure of sensitive
information.
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Files are stolen and systems are
shutdown, maybe show the world 

where lights go dark maybe
warning signs instead or other
way to show error rather than
lights going out

Files are pictured in different
locations on the 3d representation
of the world
As a result, billions of dollars are
lost each year due to shutdowns
and cyber attacks.
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Files are pictured in different
locations on the 3d representation
of the world.
Calibur enables decentrali ed
storage and distribution of files,
eliminating third party access.
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Representation of Calibur as a
funnel connecting users with
their files, Describe Calibur as a
service that, without gaining
access or liability of files, connect
them with the owner or recipient.

It collects and encrypts files,
uploading them via the blockchain.

Grid with the files being sorted
into different folders and users
finding needed files and then
swiftly downloading them make
sure this part shows that it is
software similar to google drive or
similar. Also make sure to get the
encryption part in here. One part
of the video should describe the
ctual process: Contracts are
created, money signs go to people
who host the files on the
blockchain.

. ser uploads the files, Calibur
creates a smart contrac
. Files are immediately multi
encrypted and segmented into
different parts to be sent out to
host
3. We keep track of data locations
for fast and easy access
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Icons of meeting, calls on the
blockchain environment.
Messages appear, and then are
hidden with an encryption process



We pioneer voice and video calls
using this technology. The internal
messaging app ensures that all
correspondence is encrypted and
lightning fast
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Workers start using Calibur.
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Protect your files from data leaks,
third party liability and unforeseen
damages with encrypted data
stored on the blockchain.
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We provide
ecure storage with easy navigation
and fast transfer times
Internal Messaging, oice ideo
chat, and call capabilities
Intuitive tools for efficient
administration
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LOGO animation and transition to
the next frame
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Calibur ophisticated technology
with an easy to use corporate
interface
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The final Packshot with CTA
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To protect data locali e powe
decentrali e storage eliminate third
party be reliable enable integrit
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Thanks for watching!

